1975 chevy car

The Chevrolet Monza is a subcompact automobile produced by Chevrolet for the through model
years. The Monza is based on the Chevrolet Vega , sharing its wheelbase , width, and standard
inline-four engine. The car was designed to accommodate the GM- Wankel rotary engine, but
due to mediocre fuel economy and emissions-compliance issues the engine was cancelled, and
a V8 engine option was substituted. The Pontiac Sunbird variant was introduced the following
model year, eventually offered in both Monza body styles. The Monza nameplate originated in
mid for the sport version of the Chevrolet Corvair. Rotary issues included mediocre fuel
economy compounded at a time of comparatively high fuel prices following the Arab Oil
Embargo of , and GM canceled the engine this was the same rotary engine that AMC had
planned to source from GM for the Pacer. Thus, the Chevrolet Monza was launched carrying a
conventional piston engine instead. The side window louvers are functional, part of the
flow-through ventilation system. The Towne Coupe is 1. It featured as standard the Vega
one-barrel engine with a three-speed manual transmission. Named "Dura-built ", it features
quieter hydraulic lifters eliminating valve adjustments. The basic four developed 70 horsepower,
but two-barrel carburetion increased the rating to The model was the introduction of Chevrolet's
new 5. The was again the optional engine in 49 states. It featured a two-barrel carburetor version
of the four-cylinder engine as standard, a floor console, sport steering wheel, F41 suspension
with larger front and rear stabilizer bars, and special shock absorbers. The Monza dashboard
contained round gauges in a brushed-aluminum instrument panel. The Towne Coupe Cabriolet
was deleted, but a half-vinyl roof and opera windows could still be ordered. It also featured
flared body panels and a special airdam and spoiler. The vehicles were built in GM's St. There
were approximately 4, Mirages made by MAT, [2] but there were also Mirages created by
Chevrolet dealerships, as the body add-ons and stripes were available through the dealer parts
department. The 5. The standard Vega 2. The Monza line expanded to include rebadged
holdovers from the Vega line, which ended production after the model year. Chevy grafted a
new Monza front end onto the previous Vega hatchback and wagon body-styles. The Monza "S"
, marketed as the Monza price leader, used the Vega hatchback body. With production of only 2,
units, it was speculated that this was simply an effort to use up a stock of leftover Vega bodies.
The Monza wagon was also offered in an estate wood-trimmed version, using the Vega wagon
body. The 2. Engine options were a Buick-designed 3. Replacing the 3. Four-cylinder engines
and the 3. Discontinued at the end of the model year were the S hatchback, Towne Coupe sport
option and the estate version of the wagon. The Chevrolet Monza lineup was trimmed to four
models. Added standard equipment for included an AM radio, tinted glass, bodyside moldings,
and sport steering wheel. All Monzas had a color-keyed instrument panel, and all except the
base coupe had a center console, and corrosion protection was improved. Chevrolet decided to
discontinue the Monza at the end of the model year and let base models of the Chevrolet
Camaro and the new Chevrolet Citation X hold the division's place sporty-coupe market. The
"Spyder" nameplate had been used to designate the â€” Corvair turbocharged model. The
"Spyder" name was introduced for the Chevrolet Monza in This package included performance
equipment and some small appearance items. The Spyder equipment package included a
two-barrel, Dura-Built 2. Chevrolet made extensive changes to the Spyder package including
separate equipment and appearance packages with separate RPO codes found on the build
sheet. Spyder decal colors were determined by the body color of the Monza ordered. There were
four color combinations for For , there were six combinations, which included a green and a
blue color scheme. Unwilling to face the gas mileage criticism that Mazda withstood, GM felt it
could meet emissions standards with the engine tuned to provide better mileage. Other
refinements improved mileage to a remarkable 20 mpg, but with the fuel breakthrough came
related side-effect problems â€” apex seal failures, as well as a rotor tip-seal problem. Motor
Trend in April predicted the final outcome [18] â€” On September 24, , Cole postponed the
Wankel engine ostensibly due to emissions difficulties and retired the same month. General
Motors admitted fuel economy for the rotary was sub-standard and postponed production in
favor of further development. Pete Estes succeeded Cole as GM's president and never showed
any special interest in the Wankel or in the perpetuation of Cole's ideas. Estes had previously
decided to let the Corvair , another Cole project, expire, well before the celebrated attacks of
Ralph Nader. A total of , Monzas were produced in six model years. Because the forthcoming
J-body cars were to be sold as models, there was a long production run of H-body models in
order to provide sufficient inventory to carry dealers until the spring of The class was designed
to allow such cars to compete with the best GT cars in the world. The season was launched with
the new cars that would compete with the dominating Porsche Carreras. A very liberal set of
rules allowed some body panels to be retained â€” the windshield, the rear window and the roof.
Everything else was built from scratch. Chassis No. In Holbert's successful campaign he
captured another Camel GT crown. However, it would be the last title for an American car. The

Porsche s were becoming unbeatable right from the beginning of the season. They were quite
unbeatable in â€” In , driver and prominent businessman Bob Jane imported a DeKon Monza,
which was rebuilt and engineered by his chief mechanic Pat Purcell and driver-engineer Ron
Harrop. Jane had some success with the car but it was at times plagued by poor reliability, and
when he retired at the end of due to a back injury, he recruited touring car star driver Peter
Brock to drive the car. Brock drove the 6. In the championship, Brock came up against Jones in
a well sorted, and slightly more powerful Porsche turbo. Brock and the Monza consistently
matched the speed of Jones and the two put on some of the best racing ever seen in Australia,
but reliability was still a problem with the car and results were not forthcoming. After being
rebuilt again by Purcell, Jane sold the car to former race driver Alan Browne, who put his
Bathurst pole winning co-driver Allan Grice in it for the GT championship. Grice and the Monza
easily won the championship, winning all but one round. Grice, who had never gotten along
with Purcell, was so impressed with the car after he first drove it that he phoned Purcell to
compliment him on what he felt was the best race car he had driven in his more than year
career. The Monza was then prepared for the Sandown , the final round of the World Endurance
Championship. Johnson later claimed that the car had more grunt from its 6. They were
eventually disqualified for receiving outside assistance from track marshals after completing of
the races laps. Thomson competed in the car over the next few years before rebuilding it over
the â€”89 off-season which also saw the Monza body shell replaced with that of a Toyota Supra.
He then sold the car in to an unknown owner who then sold it to longtime Sydney-based sports
car racer Des Wall. Wall was also successful with the Supra-bodied car and retained ownership
of the car until his death in The car is owned by his son, racing driver and race team owner
David Wall. The Monza was also a favourite of drivers in Australian speedway in both super
sedan and grand national racing during the late s and early s. Available as a four-door sedan, it
is available in two trim levels known as T and T and five models. The T is available with a 1-litre
turbocharged three cylinder engine while the T gets a 1. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
This article is about the car sold from to in North America. For other uses, see Monza
disambiguation. Motor vehicle. Main article: Chevrolet Monza China. Motor Trend. March Patrick
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Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Auction Vehicle.
Dealership Showcased. This '75 has been treated Worldwide Vintage Autos is one of the largest
classic automobile consignment dealerships in the wor If you're looking for a cool cruising
Chevy, we can show you something else in our inventory. Last street registered have origina
Get back out on the drag strip. Private Seller. Spent over 7, on new engine. Refine Search? Also
be sure to view results in. This Mercedes-Benz TD-T Wagon was with the original ownerfor 32
years before being acquired by the seller, and it has resided in the Southwest and West since
new. Power comes from a 3. The Classic White exterior and black leather interior areoriginal to
the car. Work performed within the past five years consists of a new fan clutch, front shocks,
idler arm, cooling system, fuel lines, dash pad, rear window tint, and more. This third-series W
shows under k miles and is offered with the original window sticker and purchase documents
and a clear Nebraska title in the seller's name. This Mercury Montclair hardtop coupe is an older
restoration finished in two-tone Classic White over Persimmon. Power comes froma ci V8 paired
with a three-speed Merc-O-Matic automatic transmission, and it presentswith a two-tone vinyl
interior, rear fender skirts, power steering,a Continental kit, and a dual exhaust with glass pack
mufflers. This Montclair is now offered by the selling dealer with a clean California title. This
Buick Wildcat convertible has spent the majority of its life in Florida and is finished in white
over a red vinyl interior. Power comes froma ci NailheadV8 paired with a 2-speed automatic
transmission. Equipment includes a replacementconvertible top, power steering andbrakes, and
air conditioning. Now located in Annandale, Minnesota, this Wildcat is offered by the selling
dealeron a clean Minnesota title. This Chevrolet Nova has a refurbished exterior and interior and
is powered by a rebuilt ci V8 mated to a 3-speed automatic. The car is finished in Blue with a
White top and has new chrome bumpers, grille, and trim. Black vinyl front buckets are
separated by a custom center console and floor-mounted shifter and amenities includea

retro-styledigital stereo,additional speakers, and an amplifier. Additional equipment consists
ofpower steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and new Michelin tires over Cragar SS wheels. This
Novais now offered with a clean Kansas title in the name of the seller. Sign up for our daily
newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our
Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All
other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious
accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie
Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought
to you by ClassicCars. Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1.
Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Never needs smogged. New: front end,
windshield, lowering kit, tires Short wheel base Stepbed 4x4. One owner. Automatic, ai Refine
Search? Also be sure to view results in. This Mercedes-Benz TD-T Wagon was with the original
ownerfor 32 years before being acquired by the seller, and it has resided in the Southwest and
West since new. Power comes from a 3. The Classic White exterior and black leather interior
areoriginal to the car. Work performed within the past five years consists of a new fan clutch,
front shocks, idler arm, cooling system, fuel lines, dash pad, rear window tint, and more. This
third-series W shows under k miles and is offered with the original window sticker and purchase
documents and a clear Nebraska title in the seller's name. This Mercury Montclair hardtop
coupe is an older restoration finished in two-tone Classic White over Persimmon. Power comes
froma ci V8 paired with a three-speed Merc-O-Matic automatic transmission, and it presentswith
a two-tone vinyl interior, rear fender skirts, power steering,a Continental kit, and a dual exhaust
with glass pack mufflers. This Montclair is now offered by the selling dealer with a clean
California title. This Buick Wildcat convertible has spent the majority of its life in Florida and is
finished in white over a red vinyl interior. Power comes froma ci NailheadV8 paired with a
2-speed automatic transmission. Equipment includes a replacementconvertible top, power
steering andbrakes, and air conditioning. Now located in Annandale, Minnesota, this Wildcat is
offered by the selling dealeron a clean Minnesota title. This Chevrolet Nova has a refurbished
exterior and interior and is powered by a rebuilt ci V8 mated to a 3-speed automatic. The car is
finished in Blue with a White top and has new chrome bumpers, grille, and trim. Black vinyl
front buckets are separated by a custom center console and floor-mounted shifter and
amenities includea retro-styledigital stereo,additional speakers, and an amplifier. Additional
equipment consists ofpower steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and new Michelin tires over Cragar
SS wheels. This Novais now offered with a clean Kansas title in the name of the seller. Sign up
for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact
Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy
Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This
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brought to you by ClassicCars. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We weren't able
to find any results within the criteria you specified, but we did find similar listings for you:. Find
used car trade in, resell, certified pre-owned and retail values of used vehicles based on the
condition, mileage and other factors of the car sale. It's like a new car for the price of a clunker.
Cars Cars for Sale Chevrolet S Chevrolet S Year Filters Reset Done. Year - Buy From Home.
Handle all aspects of your vehicle purchase without ever needing to go into the dealership.
Look for the Buy From Home badge when choosing dealerships to connect with. Price Rating.
Transmission Transmission Automatic Manual. Auction Cars. Collector and Enthusiast Cars.
Reset Done. Drag map to chose location. Contact for Price. Book Values. Get Book Value. Get a
quote presented by. Powered by. Have a VIN? Great Auto Loan Rates. Not all decisions will
happen immediately. Decision time may vary depending on the lender or dealer you are
matched with. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow
the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. You are not going to get a better
deal than this! This is a nice car which has traveled just miles and is sandstone in color
completely new tires bench seat 2 door and turbo original automatic transmission. Everything is
just perfect in case of this car. Complete financing is available for the buyers. Contact seller for
more information and other details. This is a 75 Chevelle Malibu classic not running needs
timed. Has a clean title and original miles on original motor and trans put new brakes and brake
lines all the way around new radiator new water pump new ac belt new master cylinder new
wheel cylinders new intake and 4bbl carb new distributor new plugs and wire. Not running just
because the distributor needs redropped no longer have time for it. Ad provided by
OldCarOnline. The car has just under , miles on it, with approximately half of these being
highway miles I drove mostly in commuting to work between eastern Pennsylvania and New
York City. As I have since retired, I no longer need the vehicle and am thus reluctantly selling it.

It is my hope that the eventual purchaser will enjoy it as much as I have, either as a daily driver
or as a restoration project. The good: This is a spacious car that handles and rides with a soft
suspension experience that is hard to rival I find its ride more comfortable than similar era
Cadillac limousines I once drove. Because of its solidity and weight, its cushioned bench
seating that truly accommodates six people comfortably, and its powered mechanical features
including its cubic inch V-8 engine , this vehicle is a pleasure to drive in a manner with which
today's cars can hardly compete. Despite these size, weight, and suspension characteristics, it
handles well in evasive maneuvers, something I unfortunately have had experience with in
dodging the ever-prevalent deer and wildlife in my neck of the woods. Beyond my commuting, I
have most enjoyably driven the car on long road trips e. The air conditioning system I updated a
few years back with new, more efficient than OEM equipment, and it works beautifully. The
interior is in very good shape. The tires were replaced as a set a couple of years ago and still
have significant tread life. I have a couple of extra spare tires not on rims which will go with the
car. The bad: While in very good mechanical shape for a car of its age, the inevitable rust factor
is present; most significantly from an appearance but not operational perspective see pictures.
There are rusted-through portions of a few inches square only at each front fender, and some
rusting at the rear fenders which has similarly broken through. A couple of years back, I had an
accident at highway speed in which a deer leaped from the woods and was caught in midair at
the center grill, directly between the headlights. As the police noted, the design of the car
almost certainly saved my life: its solidity and flat front meant the animal was tossed aside into
the opposing lane of traffic where thankfully no one was , whereas a modern car with a sloped
aerodynamic hood would have driven the animal into me through the windshield. The damage:
the cast-iron front grill was smashed to smithereens since replaced with an original OEM grill,
as pictured ; the frame piece above it was bent straightened somewhat, as pictured ; and the
radiator needed replacement. There was no impact on the car's ride, operation, or handling. A
minor collision had with the front bumper before I owned the car caused the side bumper edge
to be slightly pushed inward, a cosmetic concern only and hardly noticeable. The V-8 engine
provides significant power and smooth acceleration in a way that today's smaller ones tend not
to, but does burn and leak a moderate amount of oil usually a quart every five thousand miles,
more if hard driving is at issue. The car averages about 15 miles per gallon, highway driving, of
regular gas. The vinyl roof, as pictured, is in need of replacement. Minor points: The OEM AM
radio system does not work I believe the speakers are bad ; and the seat belt reminder buzzer is
stuck on a simple repair would be to disconnect its relay. As the car has not been driven for
about seven months although I have started it up each month without difficulty and driven it a
block or so each time , it needs a good exterior and interior cleaning. I am not a mechanic and
have tried to accurately and fairly describe the car's condition. The prior owner of the car is my
mechanic, who is a Shelby race car driver for the past forty years and recently retired from his
own automotive repair business in Queens, New York. He has maintained the car for me since
my purchase of it from him, had owned it for many years before me he was the second owner ,
and is willing to discuss its condition with any interested party. Because the car is no longer
registered or insured, it cannot be test driven, although it may be inspected by appointment.
Delivery will be from my home, after sale and transfer of title. Car is being sold as is, with a clear
title and no warranty. Payment by cashier's check, multiple postal money orders, or cash
preferred. Because of its solidity and weight, its cushioned bench seating that truly
accommodates six people comfortably, and its powered mechanical features including its hp
V-8 engine , this vehicle is a pleasure to drive in a manner with which today's cars can hardly
compete. There are rusted-through portions of a few inches square only at each front fender,
and some rusting at the rear fenders which has not similarly broken through. Make Chevrolet.
Model Chevelle. The seller shall not be responsible for the correct description, authenticity,
genuineness, or defects herein, and makes no warranty in connection therewith. No allowance
or set aside will be made on account of any incorrectness, imperfection, defect or damage. Any
descriptions or representations are for identification purposes only and are not to be construed
as a warranty of any type. It is the responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the
vehicle, and to have satisfied himself or herself as to the condition and value and to bid based
upon that judgement solely. The seller shall and will make every reasonable effort to disclose
any known defects associated with this vehicle at the buyer's request prior to the close of sale.
Seller assumes no responsibility for any repairs regardless of any oral statements about the
vehicle. Payment: Items will not be available for pickup or shipping until full payment is
received. Buyer has 7 days to pay the balance in full. Warranty: Sold as-is, where is, with no
warranty unless expressed or implied. Vehicles with transferable factory warranty will be
mentioned with discription. Availability: We reserve the right to remove this listing due to
on-site sales. Fee and Tax Information: All buyers that are currently residents of any of the

United States listed below are subject to sales tax with purchase of any vehicle or item paid too
Illinois dealer. All other out of state buyers are exempt, but will be required to pay sales tax
when registered back at home.. Arizona 6. All vehicles are sold as-is unless otherwise specified.
I have done my best to accurately describe this vehicle. It is up to the buyer to come see and
further inspect the car before the end of the auction. Survivors like this Chevy Malibu coupe
usually have fascinating tales to tell, and this is no exception. She fell in love on the test drive,
and purchased the Malibu on the spot. But before she took it home, she had a few requests,
including the plastic seat covers and undercoating, both of which she knew would help keep the
car in like-new condition. And she was right. Chrome, stainless, and even the padded roof are in
excellent condition with no damage and almost no evidence of the past four decades. Those
seat covers were installed on day one, and are the very ones that Virgil Williams installed on the
car when it was delivered. The parts department at that same dealership also supplied the large
1-piece protective floor mats that cover the original mats and factory carpet. The odometer
shows 29, miles, and without question that is authentic and correct. The immaculate trunk still
offers its original mat over unmarked spatter finish paint, along with a new spare tire on the
original wheel and a complete jack assembly. The cubic inch V8 was trustworthy and
economical in the dark days of the mids, and shows signs of conscientious maintenance. Only
service items like hoses, belts, plugs, and wires have been replaced, and fluids have been
changed according to time, not mileage. Even when it was parked each winter, the car was
regularly started to exercise the engine, keep the battery charged, and ensure that none of the
gaskets developed leaks. It does appear that the shocks and exhaust system have been
replaced, but otherwise the chassis is clean, with the dealer-applied undercoating fully intact.
The prototypical little old lady special, this Malibu will be a slam-dunk in preservation class
judging. Call today! For more information, please call or toll free Family owned and operated
since Please contact Rick McAvay for details and pricing! We reserve the right to make changes
without notice, and are not responsible for errors or omissions. All prices exclude government
fees and taxes, any finance charges, and any emissions test charge. I bought this car a while
back on a whim because of its great condition,I really don't have time to restore it as I'm already
working on 3 other muscle cars. All I've done to it is change plugs,wires and adjust timing.
Runs decent,has some slight smoke when revved. Could just be a rich condition. One of the
best examples of a unrestored 70 Chevelle I've seen in the southeast rust wise. All rust is
pictured. It could easily become a driver. Here's everything I can think of mechanical wise.
Aftermarket aluminum radiator. Gasket one sitting on top of it. There's no inner fenders or
battery box. All rust is pictured The Body, Rust hole front bottom driver door Floor pans
solid,small rust spot driver floor board Bottom rear of front fenders have been patched with a
lap joint and spot welded,not professional IMO,but functional. Bottom rear of both quarters
need some small patching,driver more than passenger Inside of wheel lips need the smallest of
metal work as can be seen. All original quarters!!! Chalky section in the trunk is where I put
phosphoric acid on it to experiment with rust removal then had to leave suddenly,so it was not
removed in time. It will come back off with a wire wheel or I believe if you reapply it will become
active again and rinse away with water. All body parts are there that have been removed in
pics,Rear bumper "not shown"is about the same condition as the front fairly straight with bad
chrome. Passenger side rear quarter above bumper has some bondo coming through a hole.
Really bad DA work on exterior paint by previous owner Overall the car has minimal rust in my
opinion and is very straight. This is everything i can think of as of now. Please email me with
any other questions you may have. Brooklyn, NY. Bakersfield, CA. Miami, FL. Sacramento, CA.
South Milwaukee, WI. Absarokee, MT. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created. Save
search. Cars for Sale Chevrolet Malibu Year - Make - Model -. Category - Mileage - Posted Over 1
Month. Chevrolet : Malibu Classic Coupe 2-Door chevrolet malibu classic coupe 2 door 5. Year
Make Chevrolet Model Chevelle. Category - Mileage Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 3 4 Next. ZIP
Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Please
call us at World Wide Shipping including Portage, Indiana. The fourth generation Nova was an
American mid-size family car produced in the years This generation was the first to introduce
Super Sport SS in The fourth generation Nova came in three distinct body styles, the 2-door
Coupe, 3-door hatchback, and 4-door Sedan. Dazzling classic! Shocking classic! See for
yourself! Our Showroom proudly offers these amazing classic cars. Whether you are looking for
a roadster or a stylish convertible , we have the car that you are looking for. Please enjoy
browsing through our current inventory of 2 classic and exotic cars. When you find the one you
are looking for, we are here to answer any additional questions you may have. We can assist
with classic car financing and vehicle shipping to anywhere in the world. Visited us before?
Please check out our growing list of new arrivals. You may also sign up here to receive a weekly
email about our inventory. Classic cars are a solid investment that will surely turn heads at

every corner. Do you have a classic car that you are interested in selling? One of our
consignment concierge specialists will answer any questions you may have. O'Fallon, IL.
Showroom Inventory All Showrooms. Atlanta Chicago. Dallas Denver. Detroit Ft. Houston
Indianapolis. Kansas City Las Vegas. Louisville Milwaukee. Nashville Orlando. Philadelphia
Scottsdale. Louis Tampa. New Arrivals All Showrooms. Recently Sold All Showrooms. My
Recently Viewed. Contact A Showroom All Showrooms. Things To Do Atlanta Chicago. Meet
Our Staff Company Videos. Reviews Press Releases. About Us. Partners Privacy Statement.
Sellers Login My Vehicles. Our vehicles were viewed 9,, times in Jan Previous Next. Make
Chevrolet. Model Other Pickups. Custom paint, custom frame work, custom suspension, gears
with posi, the list goes on. Have a question call. Make Volkswagen. Model C Classic Chevrolet
C10 Custom in excellent running condition. Just had the steering redone so it drives straight as
an arrow. Truck is equipped with the more desirable short-bed. The inline 6cyl engine is
surprising good on gas. The engine and transmission 3-speed on the floor, with an additional
low torque gear are very strong so it's a blast to drive. I've taken it on longer trips and it has
never had any problems. It does need cosmetic work, but it would be an excellent project. All of
the electrical works, no lighting problems. Registration is current and good for the next year.
Mileage reads 39, but I don't think that's what it actually is. The actual mileage is unknown. List
of new items: 3 brakes are all new, 2 front disc, 1 of the rear drums I have the parts for the other
rear drum, just haven't replaced them yet New front fenders 1 installed, the other not All new
tiresNew v-beltNew distributorNew manual steering box and pitman arm bushingsNew
windshield wipers Parts for this truck are available through a variety of retailers LMC Truck
being one of the better ones , and everything is very cheap. There are tons of videos out there
for repairs and upgrades, etc. It's a really fun truck to have, but I don't have space to keep it
anymore so I've decided to sell it. I can help with shipping if applicable. In very good shape.
Bought to rebuild and paint but don't have time. A one of a kind. Rust free ca. Truck was
undercoated when new. Very hard to find rust free Very straight body just a few minor dings.
Truck is as solid as new. All lights work all guages work speedo and gas guage work. New
radiator. Tires are good brakes good. Just did oil change and tune up. Ready to drive anywhere.
Current reg. Any questions call me Can store for free 6 months if needed. This is a one off full
custom Chevy k 10 truck with custom made flat bed. Frame off, fully boxed in frame all chromed
out custom made 32 chromed shocks new interior, custom paint job, rebuilt R4 stage 4, all new
hp stroke motor double pumper with a shot of NOS including purge valve ported in to intake.
New gears with new Yukon locker.. Rebuilt transfer case, all new drive lines, new SS brake line
with disc in front drum in rear. Truck was completely striped down sand blasted and new two
stage pain, Red fire Perl and metallic silver and pin striped. Custom chrome headers with big
tube exhaust. New 35 tire sitting on a set of center line wheels. This truck is amazing. Nice
sound system. Set up for AC yes it was a AC truck. Original owner truck has , miles. Engine in
great shape. Lowed 4inchs front 6inchs rear. New G. M front fenders hood and tailgate. Cab has
rusty floors and mounts. Bed also has rust. I am the original owner of this truck. This is a rare
six cylinder with a three on a tree transmission. They're not many of these trucks around. It's
easy and fun to drive. It does have a camper shell, but I would imagine anyone restoring the
truck would want to get rid of it. Everything is original, the engine was rebuilt and has about a 1,
A buyer would need to have the truck towed, gas and oil drained and then go from there. It has
sat for so many years, I am selling the truck as-is with the new buyer accepting responsibility
for any California DMV or smog duties required to register the truck. As for the odometer, I put
but I'm just not sure. I can't recall if it was working or not when I parked the truck. This truck is
original and stock. The AC was installed by the dealer after the truck was purchased. The radio
was swapped out, but that's about it. These seat is original, but recovered, but needs to be done
again. It has the original grill and round headlights. It also has the original round break lights on
the back. There is some rust on the drivers side fender, but either fender work or a new fender
can be done fairly reasonably. Please come out and take a look prior to bidding. First hand
inspections are best and I can work with your schedule. The truck will need to be towed. Come
out, take a look It's far from mint, but a new paint job and interior work would really make this
truck shine again. Classic 75 Chevy. Straight body, straight frame. Great condition, runs great.
A lot of money put into this vehicle. Title in hand. Ad provided by OldCarOnline. I am 15 minutes
from the Nashville Airport and will pick you up in the truck. I have clocked 18, miles on the
build. The truck has a properly working front drive shaft. The truck is well sorted out
mechanically and works really good without breaking any parts. The truck is ready to drive
anywhere, any distance, right now. If it was a crew cab, I would not sell. Please check my
feedback score for the sale of my Supercharged Cobra Mustang. The buyer is very happy with
his new car and you will be very happy with this truck. Shifts very firm, but not too hard to
break, this meant that we had the valve body in and out of the transmission 5 or 6 times to get

the firmness adjusted just right quite an effort. But, you can't have a twin stick ability with out
taking it apart to modify the shift rods. That means it can be front wheel drive. Or rear wheel
drive in low transfer case, without spinning the front drive shaft while in low. I have hours
making the shift forks on the shifters to engage and disengage smoothly. And all u joints on
truck are new. Front CV Joint has been clearance all around the yokes so the yokes won't touch
each other during harsh articulation angles. The front drive shaft angle is extreme, and every
trick has been done to ensure its proper operation. You'll be hard pressed to find another truck
this BIG that has a front drive shaft connected, and works, and works correctly I could have
used a Dana 60, it would have been cheaper than the OFU cross over steering kit, but I wanted
the bullet proof, forged, 1 piece, steering knuckle that is only made for the Plus, I have broken
several dana 60 steering components in the past Not to mention, the dana 60 has studs in the
casting for the passenger side leaf spring pad threaded into the differential case that can and
have in the past that can pull out! And you can always look to see that dana 44 u bolts are tight
vs. That's why I run a dana 44 and not a dana Dana 60's can leave you stranded in the
mountains with no steering, it has done that to me 3 times in the past, all steering related
problems. It's a cheap weak link to break. Would fit 44s no problem or even bigger LEAF
SPRINGS: Altlas custom leaf springs Front and Rear were bent for the truck and the front
springs have a military wrap on them to keep the front from twisting and breaking the front drive
shaft, that cost extra and the military wrap works well at eliminating axle wrap in the front. The
Front springs are connected to a 4 x 6 rectangular tube with a receiver hitch for pulling out of
mud. Works well and gives you the ability to hook to a truck in front and pull out a truck behind
you like a train. I spent lots of time bending the tubes just right to install it right up against the
roof and rear cab. Everything mechanical on this truck is except the front grill, lights, transfer
case, drive-shafts, steering, leaf-springs, shocks and the Vortec crate engine. All of the Brand
New Air Conditioning is The doors are completely rebuilt and have new seals, new rubber, new
window motors and tracks and new door locks actuators and new switches and new everything
like hinges and hinge springs and bushings etc. These are smooth as silk, at the cost of
precious rubber removed in the process and at the cost of several hundred dollars in expense
to have it done. The tires are just the right size for this trucks power and gearing. Imaging is
great with custom front speaker placement and Kenwood speakers with cross overs using
capacitors old school. Subs are electronically crossed over at the amp. System runs a Deep Cell
Battery and amp alternator. Other items like supplies. If you just added all of this list up, you will
not see: Nuts and bolts, welding wire and welding gas, grinding disks and sand paper, metal
and other materials, primers and paints, cost of the several different cores that were rebuilt like
the transfer case or front axle housing, replacement gas tanks, rear tow package, shift linkage,
and this list would just keep going if I sat here remembering the build, All known imperfections:
The paint and upholstery are not "perfect". The drivers door jam has been primed due to poor
prep work and needs to be painted again. The speedometer is not calibrated. The Cruise Control
was removed, there is no dome light, inside of bed was not painted intended to rhino line , the
windshield washer fluid is not working and the wipers will stay on some times , so I put in a
toggle switch to turn it off. The truck has a Cab with clean title and frame chassis with clean
title. Registered as truck on purpose to be exempt from emissions testing in California. Please
check my feedback score from the sale of my Supercharged Cobra Mustang, the buyer is very
happy with his new car and you will be happy with this truck. Please buy to own. Trade mine
with cash or you trade me yours with cash to make it an equal trade. Equipped with a High
Performance HO Crate Motor that is fully tuned by a performance shop, truck has a custom built
firm shifting Heavy Duty Transmission, a Twin Stick transfer case, matched axle gearing and tire
size gears and The list of modifications is long, but the bottom line is that this truck is well
sorted out mechanically and works really good without breaking any parts. If it was a crew cab, I
would keep it. The cab odometer says 64, and I assume that it is ,, only rolled over ounce. The
exhaust, tires, shocks, glass, seals, paint, air conditioning etc are all new this year. Or rear
wheel drive in low transfer case, which is how I do MOST of my mudding until I get stuck and
engage the front axle to get out. It's a good practice and gives you a chance to get out on your
own. And this truck flings more mud in 2 wheel drive than most trucks that use 4 wheel drive!
No Joke. Hardly ever have I been stuck in this truck. But I have been stuck needing help. I could
have used a Dana 60, it would have been cheaper than the steering kit, but I wanted the bullet
proof, forged, 1 piece, steering knuckle that is only made for the Plus, I left the differential open
and have never broken an axle after lots of mudding. But, I have broken several steering
components on dana 60's axle housings in the past Would fit 44s no problem or bigger LEAF
SPRINGS: Altlas custom leaf springs Front and Rear were bent for the truck and the front
springs have a military wrap on them to keep the front from twisting and breaking the front drive
shaft, that cost extra and the military wrap works well at eliminating axle wrap in the front.

Listed again since the buyer never followed through. Please buy or make your offer ONLY if you
have the money. Thank you. And I have countless hours fabricating the truck for 2 years on jack
stands. The front end comes from a and has a headlight flip to lower the head lights. This truck
was sitting for many many years before I bought it. I have had it for 10 years. The truck gets
driven pretty regular to the gym, a 15 mile round trip. I used to go off roading with it behind my
house on acres of vacant wetland, but Nashville made a park out of the land and it is now off
limits. So I retired the truck from 4x4 duty and painted it this year. No more scratching it. LEAF
SPRINGS:Altlas custom leaf springs Front and Rear were bent for the truck and the front
springs have a military wrap on them to keep the front from twisting and breaking the front drive
shaft, that cost extra and the military wrap works well at eliminating axle wrap in the front.
Model Suburban. Relist due to "buyer" not being legit! When I contacted asking??? But as
mentioned earlier, the challenge has been finding ANY examples for sale, let alone clean,
rust-free ones. When I found this example for sale not too long ago, I had to jump. I was
convinced I would be able to talk my wife into seeing the light and letting me keep it, yet after
almost four months of struggle, The Boss has won, and therefore this Burban has to go. So
alas, the rarest Burban in my stable must go. He reported it came from Oregon where he
believed it spent its entire life, and the title he sent me was in fact from OR. Interestingly
enough, I stumbled upon an internet link a few months after I purchased the vehicle from a
fellow 7th gen Burban fan that had built a very comprehensive website on 7th gen stats. Not a
similar Burban, but my actual vehicle from when it was obviously registered in OR. Please see
pictures for as much visual detail as I can provide. Panels all appear to be original without
accident damage. The best way to describe it is 42 years of above-average accumulated patina.
Almost everything works on the vehicle, with a few minor exceptions see below. But seeing as I
use this as a beach cruiser, the need for sustained cruise control use is not needed. When I
purchase older cars especially sight-unseen as I did with this vehicle , I like to drive them for
about a week before I take it to my mechanic. By doing so, I can get a list of needed areas to
address and have my mechanic tackle everything at once. But finally, I had a few issues when
trying to start it where I would get a slight delay in the ignition, so I figured it was time to change
fluids and have my mechanic go over it completely. Therefore, in January I had a complete
inspection performed. The start delay issue was minor the starter was loosely grounded ,
brakes inspected all plenty of life left on the pads , and fluids were f
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lushed. At that time, I also took it to my exhaust shop to have it converted to a true dual
exhaust setup with 2. It really is an amazing vehicle and a pleasure to drive. If the new owner is
in CA, you can continue to use the solid original engine, or drop any kind of monster engine my
vote would be a high torque stroker in it and never have to worry about smog or the CA Bureau
of Automotive Repair BAR. Vehicle is located in Huntington Beach, CA. Reserve the right to end
listing at any time as vehicle is for sale locally. Thanks for reading! Bakersfield, CA. Dallas, OR.
Oregon City, OR. Monroeville, PA. Fitzwilliam, NH. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created.
Save search. Cars for Sale Chevy Truck. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Mileage - Posted Over
1 Month. Category - Mileage Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Chevrolet Model C Year Make
Chevrolet Model -. Year Make Chevrolet Model Suburban. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters
Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

